
Task-Based Reading Activities 
Using Authentic Materials and Skills

In this webinar, we will: 
• examine two reading activities that involve the station-based learning and authentic 

materials

• consider how these activities promote a range of reading skills while maximizing 
learner engagement, critical thinking, and learner autonomy

• explore options for adapting these classroom-tested ideas to succeed in a variety of 
ELT contexts
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Task-Based Reading 
Activities Using 

Authentic Materials 
and Skills 



How do you feel about teaching 
reading skills?

Opinions?
Strategies?
Challenges?



Today, we’ll explore…

• Key concepts: task, authentic materials, learning stations

• Task stage 1: reading to explore and evaluate texts 

• Task stage 2: reading to decide, suggest, and advise

• Task benefits and challenges

• Adaptations for different contexts



Let’s review

v task
v authentic materials
v stations



What does the term task
mean to you?

Stop and think



Task

What? Why?

“goal-oriented activity in which 
learners use language to achieve 
a real outcome” (Willis, 2016)

Focus on meaning rather than 
form

Examples include games, 
information gap activities, role 
playing

Suitable for group/pair work



Which of these is a task?

Write 5 sentences 
using the simple 

past

Interview your 
partner and write 

down 5 things s/he 
did last weekend

• Focuses on 

form

• More like an 

exercise

• Related to real life• Requires interaction



What does the term 
authentic materials mean to 

you?



Authentic Materials 

What? Why?

Any texts except those created 
for language learning purposes

Interesting & motivating

Examples include books, 
magazines, newspapers, 
websites, brochures, emails, 
etc.

Prepares learners to use the 
language outside the 
classroom (Berardo, 2006)



Stop and think
Which of these materials is not authentic?



Stations

What? Why?

Distinct physical work area 
within a classroom 

Easy to keep materials 
organized

Separate desks, tables, or areas 
in the classroom

Forces students to move



Stations



Have you ever experienced 
learning stations as a learner or a 

teacher?



Today, we’ll explore…

• Key concepts: task, authentic materials, learning stations

• Task stage 1: reading to explore and evaluate texts 

• Task stage 2: reading to decide, suggest, and advise

• Task benefits and challenges

• Adaptations for different contexts



Task Stage 1
Reading to explore and evaluate texts 

Context

• university-level reading & writing class 
of pre-service teachers
• 16 students
• 80-minute class

Objective

practice reading skills, assess needs & 
interests, motivate students

v skimming & scanning
v identifying main idea
v understanding key 

details
v making inferences
v making a personal 

connection



Stage 1: procedure
1. Collect authentic materials
• variety of types (books, newspaper, game instructions, map)

• both academic & non academic

• found at the university, home, and around town

2. Create questions
• text types
• main ideas
• detail
• inference
• usefulness

What authentic (or other) 
materials are available to 

you?



Stage 1: procedure
3.   Arrange the materials into stations



4. Pair or group students 
and hand out question 
worksheets

5. Give instructions
• students can begin 

anywhere
• move at their own pace
• don’t need to complete 

all stations
• can skip questions or 

ask for help

To save paper, 
write questions 
on the board—

students can 
write answers in 

notebooks

Stage 1: procedure





Stage 1: procedure
6. Ending the class (in a perfect world)

• final questions asking students to identify the skills they used & if 
they enjoyed the activity

• discussed areas of difficulty or confusion

• collected the worksheets to decide what to focus on for future 
lessons



Let’s try it

1. What is it?

2. Who is the 
intended 
audience?

3. Would you read 
this? Why or why 
not?



Today, we’ll explore…

• Key concepts: task, authentic materials, learning stations

• Task stage 1: reading to explore and evaluate texts 

• Task stage 2: reading to decide, suggest, and advise

• Task benefits and challenges

• Adaptations for different contexts



Task Stage 2
Reading for problem solving (deciding, suggesting, & justifying)

Context (why)

• familiar with & interested in the materials
• shown a competent level in reading skills
• wanted to do the activity again

Objective

• evaluate & choose texts for suitability
• make suggestions
• justify decisions

v more authenticity

v more critical  
thinking 



Tim is an English teacher. He is 
researching some options for 

professional development and 
some ideas for his classes. 

Maria is getting ready to begin a one-
month trip. She will travel to Portland, 

OR, Turkey, Uzbekistan, and Kathmandu. 
She is doing some research to prepare 

for her trip.

Stage 2: procedure
1. Collect more related materials for two different scenarios



2. Create scenarios & questions

Stage 2: procedure

Tim
Tim is an English teacher. 
He is researching some 
options for professional 
development and some 

ideas for his classes. 



Stage 2: procedure
3. Arrange stations & questions
• desks pushed into 2 tables (1 for each scenario)
• questions cut up and put into 2 envelopes at the front of the class

4. Pair or group students 

5. Give instructions
• choose 1 scenario & use only those questions & materials
• select 1 question at a time from the envelope & return when done
• write answers in notebooks
• answer all 7 questions





Stage 2: procedure

6. Monitor & support
•much more challenging in terms of the task
• reassure students there often isn’t 1 right answer 
• insist they explain their choices

7. Ending the class
• larger groups get together to check answers
• share areas of confusion or interest with the class
• collect answers for future lesson planning



Let’s try it 
I’m looking for 
an activity to 
help my students 
focus on the 
meaning of verb 
tenses, rather 
than just form. 

Which do of 
these activities 
do you 
recommend? 
Why?



Let’s try it 

● Read seven things 
Sophie does.

● Use tenses & time 
signals to figure out 
which of 2 activities 
happen first.



Let’s try it 

● Read an email about 
yesterday’s English club 
meeting. 

● Use tenses & time signals 
to put all 8 events in the 
correct order.



Let’s try it 
I’m looking for 
an activity to 
help my students 
focus on the 
meaning of verb 
tenses, rather 
than just form. 

Which do of 
these activities 
do you 
recommend? 
Why?
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• Task stage 2: reading to decide, suggest, and advise
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• Adaptations for different contexts



Benefits
• uses authentic materials to motivate, 

challenge, & engage

• task-based approach promotes focus 
on meaning, critical thinking & 
interaction

• use of stations necessitates movement

• students are allowed and encouraged 
to make their own choices

The freedom to make 
choices increases 
engagement and 

motivation; in addition, 
physically changing 

locations is a sure way to 
activate the brain (Jensen 

2005; Kuczala 2019). 



What are some of the 
challenges of these 

activities?

Stop and think



• print from websites
• websites
• stories
• advertisements

• computers, tablets, phones
• student work
• receipts
• emails
• realia (medicine, cosmetics, 

food, etc.)

Where can I get 
authentic 
materials?
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Adaptations

• Fiction or non-
fiction?

• Where does the 
story take place? 

• Do you want to 
read it?

Extensive 
reading 

selection

• Provide texts or 
links to breakout 
rooms or students

• As students 
complete tasks, 
assign a new text

Online



Can you think of some ways to 
use or adapt these ideas in your 

classroom?
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Questions or concerns? 
Email: americanenglishwebinars@fhi360.org

AE Live Webinar Resource Center 
https://openenglishcommunity.org/page/american-english-webinar-series/ 

AE website: americanenglish.state.gov
AE YouTube channel: youtube.com/StateAmericanEnglish

AE for Educators Facebook page: facebook.com/AmericanEnglishforEducators
AE Facebook page: facebook.com/AmericanEnglishatState

Thank you!

http://youtube.com/StateAmericanEnglish
http://facebook.com/AmericanEnglishforEducators
facebook.com/AmericanEnglishatState


Reflection Questions

1. Based on the meaning-focused, goal-oriented explanation of “tasks” 
shared in the webinar, how might you convert some of your existing ELT 
“activities” into “tasks”? 

2. How could you overcome challenges associated with creating or using 
learning stations in your classes? 

3. Did you gain any new ideas for incorporating authentic reading texts into 
tasks or activities? How might you expand your collection of authentic 
English-language texts?


